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Moderato

Autumn breezes are
Northern skies may be

(Vamp)

blowing! leaves are starting to fall.
storm - y But I know I won't care.
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Soon I'll see crickets creep, Creeping down to their winter sleep.
Through the day how I'll sing, I'll be happier than a king.

Then I'll long to be roaming, Back where cotton fields call.
That's the only place for me. I can't wait 'til I'm there.

CHORUS
(Not fast)
When cold winds are sighin' and snow flakes are flyin' And

Jack frost is bitin' my toes, Just make my cot where the cot-cot-cot-ton

Where The Cot-Cot-Cotton Grows 4
grows. When I start to follow the
trail of the Swallow back home where the Tennessee flows, Just
make my cot where the cot-cot-cotton grows.

Oh Sand-man when I land Shake your sand right over my
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shack In my sleep, bet I'll weep, So glad to get back. When I lay my head in that old feather beddin', I know I'll be sheddin' my woes Just make my cot where the cot-cot-cotton grows.

Where The Cot-Cot-Cotton Grows
BROADWAY SONG HITS

MUDDY WATER
(A MISSISSIPPI MOAN)

Words by
JO' TREN'T

Music by
FRED DE ROSE
HARRY ROSEMAN

REFRAIN (play slowly)

Muddy water drunk my feet,
Muddy water in the street.
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AFTER YOU'VE GONE

by CREAMER & LATTON

Chorus

After you've gone
And left me cryin',
After you've gone
The doors a-swingin',
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You'll feel blue,
You'll feel sad,
You'll miss the door, etc. as you've